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Abstract: Colorectal cancer is the third most frequently diagnosed malignancy in the world. To prevent this disease,
polyps, the principal precursor, are removed during a colonoscopy. Automatic detection of polyps in this
technique could play an important role to assist doctors for achieving an accurate diagnosis. In this work,
we apply a state-of-the-art Deep Learning algorithm called Faster Regional Convolutional Neural Network to
each colonoscopy frame in order to detect the presence of polyps. The proposed detection system contains
two main stages: (1) processing of the colonoscopy frames for training and testing datasets generation, where
artifacts are extracted and the number of images in the dataset is augmented; and (2) the Neural Network
model, which performs feature extraction over the frames in order to detect polyps within the frames. After
training the algorithm under different conditions, our result shows that the proposed system detection has a
precision of 80.31%, a recall of 75.37%, an accuracy of 71.99% and a specificity of 65.70%.
1 INTRODUCTION (Ignjatovic et al., 2009). On the other hand, there may
be other external factors, such as the ambiguity in the
characteristics of the polyp. Polyps could be difficult
and confusing to diagnose depending on the characte-
ristics shown when performing the colonoscopy (He-
wett et al., 2012). An automated computerized diag-
nosis could provide a cross validation mechanism in
order to assist colonoscopists to make a decision in
this task and, thus, reducing the possibility of com-
mitting mistakes in the diagnosis and improving the
quality of life of the affected patients. This technique
could also be used for training purpose of new colo-
noscopists at the university or medical centers.
In the past few years, several researches investiga-
ted the problem of detecting polyps in colonoscopies
(Bernal et al., 2017), (Zhang et al., 2017), (Ribeiro
et al., 2016), (Axyonov et al., 2016), (Park and Sar-
gent, 2016). Many of them used conventional Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to classify fra-
mes obtained from videos, indicating the presence of
a polyp. However, none of these solutions are able to
locate the polyp inside the image, which could be very
useful when making a colonoscopy to aid the experts
in their task.
In this paper, we report our study of an automa-
ted computerized system for detecting polyps in co-
lonoscopy videos using a Deep Learning based al-
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most frequently 
diagnosed malignancy and the fourth leading cause 
of cancer-related deaths in the world. Its burden is 
expected to increase by 60% to more than 2.2 million 
new cases and 1.1 million deaths from cancer by 2030 
(Arnold et al., 2017). Certain types of polyps that 
grow in the colon are the precursors of more than 95%
of cancer cases in this organ. Thus, the removal of 
polyps is usually practiced as a safety measure.
Polyps are detected and extracted during a colo-
noscopy, which is a medical analysis in which the 
colonoscopist examines the meter and a half length 
tube of the large intestine with the use of an colo-
noscope. This technique is a commonly used primary 
method to detect polyps (Lieberman et al., 2012). Ho-
wever, by using this technique, the polyp detection is 
not always effective (Corley et al., 2014), as there are 
some factors that make the correct evaluation diffi-
cult. These factors may be related to the experience of 
the physician, the conditions of the patient, the qua-
lity of the instruments, among others. Highly expe-
rienced colonoscopists can achieve an accuracy in the 
detection that is greater than 90%, while colonosco-
pists with less experience cannot perform better than 
an 80% in the recognition rate (Hewett et al., 2012)
gorithm called Regional Convolutional Neural Net-
works (R-CNN). These methods try to determine the
presence of an object and also locate its position in-
side the image. One of the most recent algorithms
based on the R-CNN approach are called Faster Regi-
onal Convolutional Neural Network (Faster R-CNN),
which were developed in 2015 (Ren et al., 2015). Fas-
ter R-CNNs were designed with the purpose of redu-
cing its predecessors computation time. In ILSVRC
and COCO 2015 competitions, Faster R-CNN was the
foundations of the 1st-place winning entries in several
tracks.
Faster R-CNNs have been used for different pur-
poses: face detection (Jiang and Learned-Miller,
2017), driver’s cell-phone usage and hands on steer-
ing wheel detection (Hoang Ngan Le et al., 2016) are
some application examples of this algorithm, which
has proven to show good results.
In this paper, the authors present an application
of Faster R-CNNs in order to build an automated re-
cognition system to detect the presence of polyps in
colonoscopy images.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
section 2 presents the methods that are used in the
approach that has been carried out in this paper. First,
the dataset used is explained from its acquisition to
its preprocessing and augmentation. Then, the Fas-
ter R-CNN algorithm is presented, along with the ar-
chitecture, design, training and testing of the neural
network that has been used in this work, which is ba-
sed on those algorithms. Also, to evaluate the system,
some tests to prove its performance and robustness are
performed. Then, Section 3 presents the classification
results, and Section 4 a discussion over the obtained
values. Finally, the conclusions of this work are pre-
sented in Section 5.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section the main materials and methods used
in this work are presented, distinguishing between the
dataset and the neural network. For the dataset, the
applied stages are: image acquisition, pre-processing
and data augmentation. For the neural network sub-
section, the architecture of the Faster R-CNN, the trai-
ning and testing steps for polyp detection in colo-
noscopy images and the performance evaluation are
presented.
A general view of our study can be seen in the
block diagram that is shown in (Fig. 1).
Figure 1: Block diagram of the implemented approach.
2.1 Dataset
2.1.1 Image Acquisition
We used the database provided by Endoscopic Vi-
sion’s sub-challenge (MICCAI 20181) called Gas-
trointestinal Image ANAlysis (GIANA2) (Angermann
et al., 2017) (Bernal et al., 2018), which is composed
of 18 videos collected from colonoscopies from diffe-
rent patients. These videos are already provided as a
segmented set of frames. The dataset contains a total
of 11954 images with their corresponding masks in-
dicating where the polyp is located (only in the case
that there was one in that specific image) (Fig. 2). All
images have a resolution of 384x288 pixels.
2.1.2 Artifact Extraction
In order to enhance the performance of the system, we
applied a pre-processing step to the images to make
the network be able to extract descriptors more ap-
propriately and, therefore, improve the results of the
detection (Fig. 3). For this, we extracted the black ed-
ges of the endoscopy frames to remove the unwanted
areas, reducing the images to a size of 284x265.
1https://www.miccai2018.org/en/
2https://giana.grand-challenge.org/
Figure 3: Processing applied to the original images. First,
black edges are removed in a pre-processing step. Then
data augmentation is applied, generating three different new
images.
interest. The novel step that this architecture intro-
duces is the way to determine the regions of interest,
by using a neural network that takes advantage of the
mathematical operations made in the convolution lay-
ers. In our architecture we have used the ResNet50
model (He et al., 2016) as FCN. ResNet models try to
solve the saturation of the accuracy caused by increa-
sing the network depth.
– Secondly, the proposed regions are the input
of the second module, called Fast RCNN detector,
composed by two fully-connected layers, a regression
layer and a classification layer (Ren et al., 2015).
2.2.2 Training and Testing
In order to reduce the number of false positives, a
technique called hard-negative mining was used (Fel-
zenszwalb et al., 2010). It consists on adding negative
samples, which means, including examples of images
that do not contain polyps in the training step, labe-
ling them as background.
85% of the augmented dataset (15 videos) was
used to train the network, while the remaining 15%
(3 videos) for evaluating its accuracy and robustness
in the detection. These training and testing dataset
are obtained in such way that different patients are in-
volve in each dataset.
In this work, both TensorFlow3 and Keras4, which
3https://www.tensorflow.org/?hl=es
4https://keras.io/
Figure 2: Samples of the database. Left: frames captu-
red from the colonoscopy video recordings. Right: binary 
masks indicating if there is a polyp (marked as a white area) 
and its location inside the frame.
2.1.3 Data Augmentation
Deep learning models perform better when training 
with large datasets that include more variability in the 
samples. The most popular method to make data-
sets bigger is called data augmentation, which helps 
prevent overfitting w hen t raining o n v ery l ittle data 
(Wong et al., 2016). The simplest way to perform 
data augmentation is to add noise or apply geometric 
transformations to data to simulate other conditions 
of camera recordings with the same objects (polyps in 
our case). Hence, all the transformations would boost 
the models to learn better.
The dataset was augmented using a series of 
transformations so that the model would never train 
twice the exact same image. For each original pre-
processed image, an horizontal flip, a vertical flip and 
a blur filter have been a pplied. Thus, we obtain three 
new images from each original sample (Fig. 3). After 
this data augmentation step, we obtain a dataset that 
consists of 47.816 images in total.
2.2 Faster R-CNN
2.2.1 Arquitecture
As it was mentioned in the introduction, a Faster 
RCNN was used in this work for the polyp detection 
task. This algorithm is divided in two modules (Fig. 
4):
– First of all, a deep Fully Convolutional Network 
(FCN) (Ren et al., 2015) receives the images from 
the dataset that was presented in this section as in-
put. Then, it extracts feature maps or descriptive cha-
racteristics and analyzes them to propose regions of
Figure 4: Faster R-CNN architecture. Image taken from
(Ren et al., 2015).
are two widely known Deep Learning frameworks,
are used to design, train and test the network.
2.2.3 Performance Evaluation Measures
To quantitatively present the capabilities of the pro-
posed computerized-aided diagnosis method, perfor-
mance metrics were used to show how the implemen-
ted technique was able to detect and classify the po-
lyps. These are precision (Equation 1), recall (Equa-
tion 2), accuracy (Equation 3), specificity (Equation










Speci f icity= 100× TN
TN+FP
(4)
F1− score= 2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall
(5)
F2− score= 5× Precision×Recall
4×Precision+Recall (6)
where, TP and FP denote true positive cases (the sy-
stem detects a polyp in a frame that contains a polyp)
and false positive cases (the system detects a polyp in
a frame that does not have a polyp), respectively. TN
and FN denote true negative cases (the system does
not detect a polyp in a frame that does not have a
polyp) and false negative cases (the system does not
detect a polyp in a frame that contains a polyp), re-
spectively.
These metrics was applied to the classification
layer of this method. Since this layer returns as out-
put a confidence value, a minimal threshold was es-
tablished to apply these metrics. On this way, if the
confidence value exceeds the threshold then the polyp
is detected.
3 RESULTS
Different experiments were carried out to determine
if polyps were detected correctly or not. Tests were
performed every 50 epochs, selecting different confi-
dence thresholds in order to obtain the best results.
Polyps detection performance is reported in Table
1. The results show the robustness of the propo-
sed Faster R-CNN architecture on detecting the polyp
position in colonoscopy images with a precision of
80.31%, a recall of 75.37%, an accuracy of 71.99%
and a specificity of 65.70%. The minimal threshold
was established at 0.80.
In Fig. 5 the results of our recognition system can
be seen by showing the precision when detecting po-
lyps inside samples from the dataset, and their corre-
sponding mask images (as a ground truth) indicating
where the polyps are located.
4 DISCUSSION
In this work, we have performed a polyp detection
system using Faster R-CNN. This kind of networks
have had a very high impact in recognition systems
in recent years thanks to the fact that they are able
to both classify objects or items inside images and
also provide the specific location in which that item
is. The application of this kind of networks in medi-
cal image analysis is becoming more and more usual.
In this case, this work presents, what we believe it is,
the first application of Faster R-CNNs to polyp de-
tection in videos obtained from colonoscopies. As it
can be seen, we have focused on the polyp detection
task but, as we mentioned earlier, Faster R-CNNs can
also provide the location of polyps inside images. The
results obtained show that there is still room to im-
prove and we will continue to pursue the goal of im-
plementing an automatic polyp detection system that
Table 1: Polyps detection performance. TP: True Positive, FP: False Positive, TN: True Negative, FN: False Negative.
TP FP TN FN Precision Recall Accuracy Specificity F1 F2
3533 866 1659 1154 80.31 75.37 71.99 65.70 77.76 76.30
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present the use of Faster R-CNN as
a mechanism for a computarized-aided diagnosis sy-
stem that automatically detects polyps in colonosco-
pies in order to assist doctors in this task. The images
were obtained from GIANA Endoscopic Vision’s sub-
challenge to create the dataset. These samples from
the dataset were first pre-processed, removing the un-
wanted areas and, after that, increased in number by
using data augmentation techniques. 85% of dataset
was used to train the network, which, on a first step,
extracts features over the colonoscopy frames; then,
it proposes regions of interests where polyps could
be located; and finally, it classifies the regions most
likely to contain a polyp. The remaining 15% of data-
set was used to test the network in order to evaluate its
performance. The results show that the proposed re-
cognition system has a precision of 80.31%, a recall
of 75.37%, an accuracy of 71.99% and a specificity
of 65.70%. The system is able to detect the presence
of polyps in the images studied in this paper and the
results prove that the system could be used as an aid
for doctors in this task. In future works, the authors
will study and evaluate different custom CNN models
in order to improve the performance, classification re-
sults and also the polyp location task, along with new
pre-processing algorithms to improve the variability
of the dataset and the feature extraction step.
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